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The Swedish Corporate Governance 
model

• Is there evidence that short-termism and excessive 
shareholder focus of companies a problem?

• If so, 
• What is the reason?

• What should be done about it?

• Is binding EU-level legislation the right tool?



“Classical” corporate 
governance problem: 
separation of ownership and 
control

Shareholders

Manager

Governance

problem

• ”Principal-Agent” problem between shareholders and manager

• Solution: incentive pay, shareholder rights, hostile takeovers, shareholder
activism

(Berle & Means, 1932)



A broader view of 
governance

Shareholders

Manager

Other stakeholders: 

lenders, employees, 

customers, society,…

Conflicts of 
interest

• So why is corporate governance often framed as making sure 
managers work in the interest of shareholders?

• Anglo-Saxon system of corporate governance
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The economic case for shareholder focus in 
corporate governance

• Management and directors’ duties to everyone → duties to no one

• Many stakeholder’s interests can be protected effectively through private 
contracts and legislation

• Employee contracts and labor laws
• Loan terms and covenants
• Environmental legislation and taxes
• Customer protection
• …

• Shareholders have the hardest time protecting themselves this way
• Cannot outlaw ”bad business decisions”

• Fiduciary duties: after you honored all explicit laws and contracts, in whose 
interest do you take decisions?

• Choose one stakeholder
• Choose the most vulnerable stakeholder



But what are “shareholder 
interests”?
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The problem with public company governance

Ownership structure

Active, 

powerful and 

informed

shareholders

Dispersed 

and Passive

Ownership

+ Strong governance

- Low diversification / liquidity for investors

- Weak governance

+ High diversification / liquidity for investors



What is short-termism?

• Evidence that management and board make suboptimal 
decisions because of shareholder pressure

• E.g. defer valuable long-term investment to meet short-term 
earnings targets

• But the problem is lack of informed shareholders
• Investors who need to be able to trade continuously cannot 

have inside information

• Will have to act on the public information that they have access 
to

• Quarterly earnings

• I.e. short-termism reflects a lack of information and trust
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Solution: need a mix of 
shareholders

• Long-term informed shareholder, who sit on the board, 
active in forming firm strategy + passive, diversified 
minority shareholders who provide liquid trading in shares

• Need to address the new problem that arises: conflict 
between insider /controlling and outside / minority 
shareholders
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Policy implications

• Do not discourage ownership by long-term informed 
owners

• Families, long-term activists, private equity

• Restricting payouts is counterproductive
• Dividends = only way for long-term owner to get some cash

• Do not weaken governance by forcing management to 
have duties to everyone

• Solve through laws, regulations, and freedom of contracting

• When laws and contracts are insufficient to protect 
stakeholders, long-term informed shareholders go a long 
way 
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